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As part of the joint U. S. /Russian Ice Station Weddell (ISW)
experiment that took place in the western Weddell Sea during
February-June 1992 (see article by Gordon and others in this
issue), we have obtained measurement of upper layer (down to
200 meters) ocean currents using drifting current meter arrays
deployed through the ice pack. The pack ice motion at each array
was tracked using an Argos drift buoy, the ocean currents are to
be derived by correcting the measured relative ice water currents
for ice drift. Upper layer temperature and salinity measurements
were obtained using a conductivity/temperature/depth profiler
(CTD) and will be used in analysis of the current data. Meteoro-
logical data obtained at ISW will also be used.

The current measurement program was based at Ice Station
Weddell(ISW), a fully equipped scientific field camp established
on a large ice floe in the southwestern Weddell Sea. One of the
moorings was deployed at ISW itself, and the other more remote
moorings were deployed using a helicopter. The original inten-
tion was to deploy the moorings along a zonal transect through
ISW and centered thereon. The position of ISW relative to bottom
topography and regional ice cover dictated some modification to
this plan, and moorings in the resulting array were nominally
located 100 kilometers west, 50 kilometers west and 50 kilometers
east of ISW, as well as at ISW itself. The mooring locations were
further adjusted to take advantage of sites being used by other
scientific program components, such as that studying sea ice
process. The resulting array is shown schematically in the figure.
Distances and geographical configurations of the array varied
somewhat, in response to differential ice motion, as the moorings
drifted northward with the pack ice. Generally, the northward
drift enabled measurement of currents in a 150 kilometer wide
swath centered onabout 54 W and extending from about 7131'
(initially) to 6545' S (finally).

Currents were measured at each mooring using Neil Brown
Smart Acoustic Current Meters (SACM's) suspended at 50-meter
and 200-meter depths. An additional Aanderaa model RCM7
current meter was deployed at 25-meter depth at ISW to provide
additional upper layer detail. A Metocean Ice Bouy, using Service
Argos satellite positioning, was deployed at each mooring site to
track mooring motion and allow correction of the measured
(relative ice water) currents for this motion.

Preliminary inspection of the data has revealed that the cur-
rent meters functioned properly about 75 percent of the time
(only valid data are indicated in the figure). After correcting for
ice motion, these measurements will provide the first docu-
mentation of upper ocean circulation in the western boundary
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Schematic showing approximate locations of current meter moorings
relative to 15W (above), and time lines showing approximate durations
of current measurements from each site (below). Regional geography,
bathymetry, and location of the ISW drift track are shown In Gordon
and others (this Issue).
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current region of the Weddell Sea, including the regions of the
continental slope and shelf break. They will contribute signifi-
cantly to our understanding of circulation in this heretofore
unexplored corner of the world ocean.

The data will also allow assessment of the importance of tidal
and inertial motions, and will contribute to our understanding of
upper ocean heat and momentum fluxes.
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